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By Christy Kilgore
City editor
City Manager Bill Riebe said the maintenance
of area sidewalks is “something the Charleston
community needs to work on” to avoid accidents
like the hit and run that occurred Sunday.
Charleston does not have a specific ordinance
regulating sidewalk conditions, but they “encour-
age people to remove snow from the sidewalks,”
Riebe said.
Stephen A. Grigsby, 22, of Bloomingdale, was
killed after being struck by an older model dark-
colored Buick while walking on the 1300 block
of Fourth Street to avoid the snow-covered side-
walks. Grigsby was walking with four Eastern
students, of which three were hit, were taken to
the hospital and released Sunday morning.
“What happened is absolutely tragic,” Riebe
said. “It’s sad; It’s terrible.”
Although sidewalks are technically city prop-
erty, residents are considered responsible for the
sidewalk in front of their property, Riebe said. He
said it would be very difficult for city workers to
clear all of the sidewalks in Charleston.
“I don’t know how many miles of sidewalk we
have in Charleston,” he said.
City workers that plowed the streets logged
500 hours of overtime during the area’s recent
extreme weather.
“There’s only so much we can do,” Riebe said.
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By Dan Ochwat and
Jessica Sedgwick
Staff editors
More than 150 Eastern students
and members of the Charleston
community marched through cam-
pus with candles in their hands to
celebrate and honor the civil rights
leader Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
and others who have struggled for
the causes he believed in.
“As you walk, think of a family
member, a white or black person
that you know (who) has strug-
gled,” said George Bunn, President
of the Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity.
“That’s what we’re here for, and not
just for King.”
The march, accompanied by the
chant “We Shall Overcome,” and a
special presentation including
speakers, an historical movie,
music and an open question and
answer session on the state of the
movement today were part of the
25th Annual Martin Luther King Jr.
March, organized by King’s former
fraternity, the Alpha Phi Alpha fra-
ternity.
“This is an opportunity to
express and dedicate and appreciate
someone of the stature of Dr.
Martin Luther King,” said Eric
Edwards, Alpha Phi Alpha member
and senior speech communication
major. “I feel it’s an honor. I feel it’s
a privilege.”
Ezelda Wilkins, junior psychol-
ogy and sociology major, has
attended the march for the last three
years.  
“(King) basically sacrificed his
life to bring people together as one
kind, and therefore it’s important
that we at least try to remember and
honor him,” Wilkins said.
Jovi Powell, a freshman at
Charleston High School, attended
the march with three of her friends.
“He’s really important to our fami-
ly,” Powell said. “We usually watch
a lot of history movies on his birth-
day.”
Sophomore undecided major
Chris Zwilling said, until recently,
he viewed Martin Luther King’s
birthday as just another holiday.
“Now I see the importance of
bringing people together to over-
come indifference and prejudices,”
Zwilling said. “And to not let them
stand in the way of becoming
something great.”
The presentation following the
spiritual walk through campus from
Thomas Hall was accompanied by
the theme of unity; Bunn said in his
opening, “The movement is of the
American people; people from all
walks of life.”
Bunn spoke later in the presenta-
Lacey Buidosik / Assoc. photo editor
(above) George Bunn, president of Alpha Phi Alpha, and
Derrick Edwards, a senior elementary education major
and Alpha Phi Alpha member, lead a crowd of marchers
through the South Quad Monday evening. Bunn carried
a framed photograph of Rev. King, as marchers sang
”We Shall Overcome” and carried candles.
(left) Lighting of white candles started the events of the
25th annual Martin Luther King Jr. March sponsored by
the Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity.
More than 150 march in King’s memory
Candelight vigil,
speeches part 
of annual event 
Hit and run suspect still sought
By Tammie Sloup
and Justin Kmitch
Staff editors
Police are searching the Charleston
area in an attempt to find the vehicle
allegedly involved in a hit and run
accident early Sunday morning that
injured three Eastern students and
killed a Bloomingdale man.
Stephen A. Grigsby, 22, died at
about 12:52 a.m. at Sarah Bush
Lincoln Health Center from a massive
skull fracture and severe trauma to the
head, said Coles County Coroner
Mike Nichols.
Grigsby and three Eastern students
were struck from behind by an older
model dark-colored Buick while
walking in front of 1316 Fourth St.,
Nichols said.
The accident occurred at 12:02
a.m. and the vehicle left the scene trav-
eling southbound on Fourth Street, a
police report said.
Elena M. Garza, 20, of Chicago,
was treated and released for injuries at
Sarah Bush Sunday morning, Nichols
said. Albert R. Lopez, 21, of Franklin
Park, and Lyndsy Paver, 20, of
Winfield, did not require medical
treatment and also were released
Sunday. 
Grigsby allegedly was visiting the
fourth student, Tina L. Johnson, 20, of
Saulk Village, who was his girlfriend.
Nichols said he believes Johnson was
not struck by the vehicle but was
knocked down by one of the victims.
Johnson also was taken to Sarah
Bush but was more “emotionally hurt”
than “physically hurt,” Nichols said.
Lt. Rick Fisher of the Charleston
Police Department said he hopes to
find the suspected vehicle.
“Officers are, most certainly, con-
ducting a thorough canvas of the area
in an attempt to find the suspected
vehicle,” he said.
If apprehended, Fisher said the
possible charges the suspect could
face include leaving the scene of an
accident involving death, which is a
Class II felony or reckless homicide.
“If the charges end up being leav-
ing the scene of an accident involving
death, we could be looking at three to
14 years but that will ultimately be up
to the state’s attorney’s office,” Fisher
said.
“Once (the Charleston Police
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Aggravated Assault
n Noah Braiden Boudreau, 23, of
1009 Fourth St., was arrested at
1:57 a.m. Friday at 623 Monroe
St. on charges of aggravated
assault, a police report said.
Alcohol Violation
n Philip L. Carmody, 19, of 248
Weller Hall, was arrested at 2:04
a.m. Saturday in the 1800 block
of Fourth Street on charges of
purchase and/or acceptance of
alcohol by a minor, a police
report said. 
Disorderly Conduct
n Paul H. Dzien, 22, and Todd A.
Newton, 23, both of 2219 Ninth
St. Apt. 16, were arrested at 1:02
a.m. Monday at their residence,
on charges of disorderly conduct.
Dog Bite
n Corey D. Edgington, 21, of 617
W. State St. Apt. 14, was arrested at
11:30 p.m. Sunday at his residence
on charges of nuisance declared,
dog bite, a police report said.
Domestic Battery
n Issac Charles Bell, 22, of 1505
Woodlawn Drive Apt. 2, was
arrested at 5:49 p.m. Sunday at
his residence on charges of
domestic battery, a police report
said.
Property Damage
n Sarah E. Williams, 21, of 1627
Seventh St. Apt. 306, reported
someone threw a beer bottle
through the rear window of her
1995 Dodge Neon sometime
between 1:30 and 10:30 a.m.
Sunday while it was parked in
the common lot of her residence,
a police report said.
Residential Burglary
n Beth R. Hanson, 20, of 2403
Eighth St. Apt. 7 reported a bur-
glary of her residence at 9:41
p.m. Friday a police report said.
Hanson said sometime between 2
and 5 a.m., her wallet containing
credit cards, checks, a social
security card, driver’s license and
between $200 and $250 in cash
were taken from her residence,
the report said.
blotter
policeUnion address likely
to get cool reception
WASHINGTON (AP) –
President Clinton rehearsed a
State of the Union address brim-
ming with ideas on education,
health care and other initiatives
likely to get a chilly reception
from a Congress bitterly divided
by the impeachment ordeal.
As Clinton’s lawyers
reviewed the legal defense they
will begin presenting on his
behalf Tuesday, Education
Secretary Richard Riley pre-
viewed one of the president’s top
education priorities: to hold
states and school districts
accountable for the achieve-
ments of students and teachers. 
States that fail to end social
promotions and set standards
could lose some federal educa-
tion aid. “Most of our schools
are doing very well and are
involved in this standards move-
ment in a very exciting way,”
Riley said.
“Yet there are places out there
that things aren’t happening.”
In another preview Monday,
the administration said Clinton
would propose a tax credit of up
to $500 per child, age 1 or
younger, to offset costs for par-
ents who choose to stay home to
care for their kids. The proposal
is part of a larger child care
package that seeks $18 billion
over five years to aid working
poor and middle-class families.
The administration also float-
ed a proposal for $1 billion over
five years to improve health care
for many of the nation’s 32 mil-
lion uninsured adults. The
money would be used to encour-
age community clinics and hos-
pitals to work together to keep
track of patients and make sure
they get needed treatment.
Before a prime-time televi-
sion audience, Clinton will
deliver his State of the Union
address at 9 p.m. EST Tuesday
in the House chamber.
It was in that same chamber
one month ago Tuesday that the
House voted for only the second
time in history to impeach the
president.
The only other time was when
Andrew Johnson was impeached
in 1868 and went on to survive
by one vote in a Senate impeach-
ment trial. To build support, the
White House Office of Public
Liaison sent out faxes urging
supporters to hold State of the
Union watch parties at club and
union halls - and to tell news out-
lets about the gatherings.
Department) gets to the bottom
of this case, it will immediately
be turned over to the state’s attor-
ney,” he said.
Shelly Flock, director of
media relations, said Grigsby is
not listed as an Eastern student in
the fall 1998 enrollment records,
and the spring enrollment listing
was not available Monday. 
The vehicle was traveling
about 35 to 40 mph when it
struck the victims, Nichols said.
The wake for Grigsby will be
held from 2 to 9 p.m. Wednesday
at the Steger Memorial Funeral
Home located at 3045 Chicago
Rd., Steger, said Mark Halama,
assistant to the director of the
funeral home. The funeral will be
held at 11 a.m. Thursday. Burial
will take place at Assumption
Cemetery, located in Glenwood.
A coroner’s inquest on
Grigsby’s death will be conduct-
ed at a later date, Nichols said.
If anyone witnessed the acci-
dent or has any information, he
or she should contact the
Charleston Police Department at
348-5221.
Suspect
from Page 1
tion giving a powerful speech on
King and other people, who he
called “self-sacrificing individu-
als,” and people who forced
change.
Rosa Parks refused to give up
her seat on the bus to racial seg-
regation, and Brown versus The
Board of Education was a case
that integrated high schools,
Bunn said. 
“These people’s self-sacrific-
ing made King’s dream a reality,”
he said. “King was only as great
as the people  who subscribed to
his dream.”
Bunn ended the speech ques-
tioning the audience and
America. 
“Would you make that same
stand to change today?” he
asked.  
Bunn said people have been
side tracked after the loss of one
great man and “have developed a
settler’s attitude.” People were
beaten with billy clubs, bitten by
dogs and flushed away by water
hoses strong enough to blow the
bark off of a tree to make a
change, and people, who can’t
walk 10 minutes in the cold to
celebrate change, have developed
a settler’s attitude, he said.
The candlelight vigil celebrat-
ed unity through the inspiration
of Martin Luther King Jr. and
continued with music, poetry and
a movie.
Edwards read an inspirational
poem saying, “Let freedom ring,
let freedom ring and please start
the dream.” And fraternity mem-
ber Jeffrey Price read a prayer to
the audience saying, “Lead us to
the dream lord.”
The presentation followed the
speakers with the music of Lori
Moore singing and Walter
English on piano performing
“The Black National Anthem.”
English also performed with K-
Love & Blue, singing a gospel
song in the reflection of Dr.
King’s memory.
The King video portrayed his
accomplishments through break-
ing segregation and fighting for
freedom. The video showed the
unforgettable words of King and
the struggle he went through for
his cause. The movie also
showed the Washington march of
the 60’s with 200,000 people
marching side by side chanting
“We Shall Overcome;” the inspi-
ration of the candlelight vigil.
The presentation ended with a
question and answer session ask-
ing the audience to ponder: “Is
the dream still alive?” Many
audience members participated
and repeated a message that the
dream is not dead but has weak-
ened. Members took turns con-
veying opinions regarding how to
make the dream stronger and said
to get the message of unity out in
the public; people of all races
need to come together and rein-
state the dream.  
“We can make a difference;
we are the new generation.”
March
from Page 1
Icy roads, blowing snow cause accidents in Illinois
By The Associated Press
A winter storm with wind gusts
up to 45 mph hit central Illinois on
Monday, causing snow-blinded
drivers to veer off icy highways
and police to shut down major
roads. 
State police closed Interstate 74
after a bus of teenagers on a ski trip
collided with a jackknifed tractor
trailer on the highway west of
Galesburg. Three teens suffered
minor injuries and one adult chap-
erone from the Champaign Park
District was hospitalized with a
serious back injury. 
Sections of Interstate 80 also
were closed, and many local town-
ship and county roads were either
closed or down to a single lane.
Route 39 was shut down by state
police after a tractor trailer jack-
knifed near Wenona, about 35
miles north of Bloomington, caus-
ing multiple accidents. 
“We’re pulling a lot of people
out of the ditch,” said Master Sgt.
John Bohlin from the state police
headquarters in Sterling. 
While only about an inch of
snow fell throughout the area, the
gusting wind caused white-out
conditions through most of the
western and central part of the
state. 
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By Laura Irvine
Campus editor
Disabilities, diversity and the
different ways people handle
them will be the focus of a day-
long conference Thursday.
“Opening Doors: Diversity at
Eastern” will feature 13 speeches
regarding a variety of topics,
including race, gender, national
origin, sexual orientation and dis-
abilities.
Teshome Abebe, vice president
for academic affairs, will give the
keynote address at the confer-
ence, titled “ Opening Doors,
Opening Minds.”
“My remarks will be mostly
inspirational and factual, but most
importantly the aspirations and
goals we have at Eastern to make
our work and relationships with
others not only enjoyable but also
supportive of one another,” he
said.
Richard Harris, director of
Disabled Student Development at
Ball State University, will present
three of the workshops. They
include “Faculty and the Student
with Disabilities: A Partnership,”
“Disability Humor: An Important
Bridge” and “Polio and FDR:
Effects of Disability on the Man,
Eleanor and the Nation.”
Robert Flot, assistant director
of Development Programs at
Illinois State University, will also
conduct “Cultural Tension:
Conflict Resolution- Train the
Mediator.”
The workshop will begin with
coffee and registration at 8:30
a.m. in the third floor meeting
area of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union. Opening
remarks will begin at 8:45 a.m. 
“Culture Shock: Experiences
of International Students” will be
held from 9 to 10:30 a.m. in the
1895 Room of the Union. Carolyn
Cooper, dean of the graduate
school, will be the moderator for
this lecture.
“Update on Title IX” will be
held from 9 to 10 a.m. in the
Kansas Room of the Union.
Cynthia Nichols, director of civil
rights, affirmative action and
diversity and Deb Polca, associate
director of athletics and intercol-
legiate athletics, will give the
speech.
“Faculty Practitioner and
Exchange: Diversity in the
Curriculum” will be held from
9:30 to 11 a.m. in the Arcola/
Tuscola room of the Union.
Katherine Bartel, associate pro-
fessor of art, will moderate the
lecture.
Allison Toth, president of the
Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual Allies
Union, will present “Opening the
Closet Door,” an LGBAU panel
discussion. This discussion will
be held from 10 to 11:30 a.m. in
the Martinsville room of the
Union. 
From 10 to 11:30 a.m.,
“Disability and Humor: An
Important Bridge” will be dis-
cussed in the Kansas Room of the
Union.
Abebe will give his keynote
address during a luncheon held
from 11:30 a.m. to 12:50 p.m. in
the University Ballroom.
The cost of the tickets are
$6.95. and reservations must be
made by noon Tuesday.
Individuals who want to purchase
tickets can call the Office of
Cultural Diversity at 581-5020.
Six afternoon sessions will
take place from 1 to 5 p.m.
“A Dialog: The Importance of
Diversity” will be held from 1 to
2 p.m. in the Mattoon/ Charleston
room of the Union.
From 1 to 2:30 p.m., Harris
will present “Faculty and the
Student with Disabilities: A
Partnership” in the 1895 room of
the Union.
Flot will present “Cultural
Tension: Conflict Resolution
Mediator Training” from 2 to 4
p.m. in the Mattoon/Charleston
room.
From 2 to 3 p.m. Rob Miller,
assistant director of the Office of
Civil Rights, and Nichols will
present “Sexual Harassment” in
the Kansas Room of the Union.
Jayne Ozier will present
“Balancing Work/ School and
Family” from 3:30 to 5 p.m. in the
1895 Room of the Union.
Harris will present his speech
on FDR from 3:30 to 5 p.m. in the
Grand Ballroom of the Union.
The last session of the confer-
ence will take place from 7:15 to
9 p.m. in the Effingham room of
the Union. 
Dave Onestak, director of the
Counseling Center, Tina Leonard,
representative from the Counseling
Center and Sandy Cox, a represen-
tative in the Counseling Center,
will present “Cultural Tension:
Conflict Resolution Skill
Development.”
There is no cost to attend the
speeches and panels, and stu-
dents, staff and faculty are wel-
come to attend. 
Conferences to shed
light on diversity
By Christy Kilgore
City editor
Charleston experienced an
uncommon meteorological event
Sunday, with a thunderstorm
breaking in mid-January.
“It was extremely rare to have
lightning in mid-winter,” said
Dalias Price, local weather
observer.
Price said warm air from the
Gulf of Mexico, which rarely
reaches central Illinois in the
winter, contributed to the spring-
like storm.
Another unusual event was the
fog on the ground at the same
time as a thunderstorm.
The occurrence,“which is just
as rare as can be,” was soon over
because the moisture from the
rain drops absorbed the fog, Price
said.
The same storm that dumped
1.03 inches of rain on Charleston
caused tornadoes 300 miles south
of here, causing fatalities in
Tennessee, Price said.
“That same storm did have
tornadoes in it, but this far north
the temperatures weren’t warm
enough to cause tornadoes,” he
said.
Charleston’s temperature did
not reach 70 degrees, which is
fundamental in tornadoes, Price
said. The temperature was only in
the 40s Sunday.
When spring arrives, tornado-
friendly conditions will advance
further north, he said.
The week ahead looks to have
temperatures in the 40s mixed
with rain, Price said.
“We have promise of warm
days coming the rest of the
week,” Price said.
“We’ll probably get two or
three days of (rain).”
Thunderstorm
in January?
Lacey Buidosik / Assoc. photo editor
Angela Nycz, a freshman communication disorders and science major, walks
through the cold back to her residence hall Monday night. Many drivers expe-
rienced large amounts of blowing snow and zero visibility all throughout
Central Illinois.
Weekend showers
leave area wet,foggy
Day-long conference will feature 13 speeches
including race, gender and sexual orientation
AT A GLANCE
Opening Doors: Diversity at Eastern
8:30 a.m. – Coffee/Registration at
third floor meeting area of Union.
8:45 a.m. – Opening Remarks at third
floor meeting area of Union.
9-10:30 a.m. – Culture Shock:
Experiences of international students
in the 1895 Room.
9-10 a.m. – Update on Title IX in the
Kansas Room.
9:30-11:30 a.m. – Faculty Practitioner
Exchange: Diversity in the Curriculum
in the Arcola/Tuscola Room.
10-11:30 a.m. – Disability Humor: An
Important Bridge in the Kansas Room.
11:30 a.m.-12:50 p.m. – Keynote
address “Opening Doors, Opening
Minds” given by Provost Teshome
Abebe in University Ballroom.
1-2 p.m. – A Dialog: The Importance of
Diversity in Mattoon/Charleston Room.
1-2:30 p.m. – Faculty & the Student
with Disabilities: A Partnership in the
1985 Room.
2-4 p.m. – Cultural Tension: Conflict
Resolution Mediator Training in
Mattoon/Charleston Room.
2-3:30 p.m. – Sexual Harassment in
the Kansas Room.
3:30-5 p.m. – Balancing Work/School
& Family in 1895 Room.
3:30-5 p.m. – Polio & FDR: Effects of
Disability on the Man, Eleanor & the
Nation in Grand Ballroom.
7:15-9 p.m. – Cultural Tension:
Conflict Resolution Skill Development
in Effingham Room.
Fourth annual conference schedule
Brad Wright’s death
portrayed inaccurately
I am writing this letter to make the
public aware of the incorrect infor-
mation that has been published in the
DEN regarding the nature of Brad
Wright’s death. Information has been
incorrectly reported in three articles
thus far and each time I have present-
ed the DEN staff with the correct
information so that future articles
could be more complete and up to
date. However, it is obvious by the
last blurb printed in the Jan. 11 “Year
In Review,” that my attempts at clari-
fication were not taken seriously.
The cause of Brad’s death was not
the result of anything he did, nor was
it anything that he could have pre-
vented. Brad passed away from a
massive heart attack. There is no
investigation being held, nor is the
cause of his death under suspicion.
The way that his death is being por-
trayed makes people believe other
things. Brad was such an amazing
and caring individual. His loving
heart and good natured spirit are what
so many people are trying to preserve
through the Brad Wright Memorial
Foundation. Yet because of the way
you portray his death, people are
looking at the unjustified suspicion
behind his death rather than all the
good and purity that he stood for.
When articles are written with
misleading information, it affects a
lot of people. Brad still has family,
friends, residents and colleagues that
attend Eastern and read the DEN. It
is hard enough trying to cope with
the sudden and unexpected loss of
someone you love and care about, but
it makes it that much harder when
faced with the misrepresentative arti-
cles that are being written. It truly
breaks my heart to see the way that
the DEN is preserving Brad’s memo-
ry. It is appalling and sad.
My hope is that in the future a lit-
tle more consideration and sensitivity
will be used when referring to the
passing of Brad, or any other stu-
dent/faculty for that matter. Never
again should the grief and pain we
are feeling be intensified by the writ-
ings of your staff.
Melissa Velon
senior elementary education major
Today’s quote
Opinion
page
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The approval of an additional $4,000 inspring programming funds last week couldbe just what the University Board needs tohelp attract students and boost profits.
The UB has opted to divide the funds between a
Winter Homecoming and other spring programming
including small bands and drive-in movies. Now
that the UB has the money and the plans, the pro-
motions must begin.
The debut of Winter Homecoming, scheduled for
Feb. 2 through the 6, has been allotted $1,000,
according to the UB’s proposed plan. The event  will
span over several basketball games and if it is pro-
moted well, could provide students and the commu-
nity with entertainment
and activities in this oth-
erwise slow season of
the school year.
If the event proves
to be profitable, it will
help pull the UB up the financial ladder.
About $2,000 will be set aside to bring smaller
bands to perform on campus.
In the past, smaller band performances have led
to minimal attendance mainly because students
would hear about the event a couple days in
advance, if that early.
The remaining $1,000 will be used to finance
drive-in movies. The drive-in movies are played on a
large screen in the South Quad. When “Scream” and
“I Know What You Did Last Summer” were played
in the quad, a large turn-out made the event a suc-
cess and worth the money spent on it. Why did these
work? Because everyone knew about them.
For the UB to become victors over lack of atten-
dance, it should promote like crazy. Visibility of the
performances and its highlights may make for a bet-
ter turnout. 
The e-mail messages UB members sent out to
students announcing events was a great idea, but
usually the messages were received the day of the
event.
Thinking and planning ahead is essential for UB
events to be successful. With good promotions, the
UB can plan an entertaining semester of activities
for the campus community that people will actually
attend.
Programs
expanded
S e n d  l e t t e r s  t o  t h e  e d i t o r  v i a  e - m a i l  t o  c u d m p 2 @ p e n . e i u . e d u
“
”
Nothing great was ever achieved without
enthusiasm.
Ralph Waldo Emerson
American essayist and poet, 1803-1882
Spring entertainment
The UB needs to use its extra
$4,000 in funds wisely and pro-
mote activities well to make the
semester fun for students.
n The editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.
Ayear ago, I swore I’dnever go back. Butthe mass quantities ofbills and little amount
of money I had, forced me to
swallow my pride, grab my blue
smock and head to Wal-Mart
land over semester break.
Little did I know I would be
thrown into the fiery pits of toy-
department hell a mere three
days before Christmas.
Seven aisles crammed with
whiny children all crying “mommy I want that” and other
last-minute shoppers trying to find something that had been
sold out for months.
The requests made by procrastinating parents were even
worse – items I had never heard of, let alone knew if the
store carried them: Boppit, Mealtime Magic Baby, Blue’s
Clues, Smoochie Pooch (this toy actually makes panting and
smooching noises if you pat its head) and Teletubbies. Of
course, the million-dollar question of “do you have any
Furbies?” was asked over and over again throughout the
course of each day. Generally the answer to all these ques-
tions were, “no, I’m sorry we’re all out.”
And on occasion, I would find one of these strangely-
named items shoved in odd places by customers hoping to
hide them and purchase them later. The majority of these
new-age toys made some type of noise – in fact, the louder
and more obnoxious, the more people bought them.  
Some of the toys tell you when it is hungry, when it
wants you to change its dirty diapers, cries for mommy,
snores, sings songs – anything you can imagine. The run-
ning theme nowadays with all toys, is the louder it is and
least imagination needed to actually play with it, the better.
What happened to the good ol’ days of the Sit ‘n Spin? I
can remember getting dizzy and dizzy for hours and then
trying to walk. Or Hungry, Hungry Hippos, the game where
each player would release one of the little white balls and
everyone would try to get their hippo to eat as many of the
balls as possible.
Or even Perfection, which the object of the game was to
find a home for different shaped pieces before the timer ran
out. And when time wound down the board would start to
shake and then the board would
spring up and throw all the
pieces everywhere. My sister
and I would add a little twist to
this game and try to run around
the room and sit back in our
spot before the board sprang up.
Candy Land, Connect Four,
Chutes and Ladders, Operation,
Light Bright, Transformers,
Cooties, Cabbage Patch Kids:
these were the toys of the ‘80s.
Ahh the good old days of
Thundercats, G.I. Joe’s and trading Garbage Pail Kids dur-
ing recess and hiding them from teachers. While a few of
these are still sold in stores, companies have been forced to
adapt to the changing needs of new-age toy wanting chil-
dren.
No longer is just regular-old plain Barbie and Ken the
hit. But Portrait Blue Barbie, Barbie New York, Puzzle
Craze Barbie, Barbie’s little sister, Kelly, and complete bed-
room sets, supermarkets, dorm rooms and other accessories
have taken their place. The only Barbie accessories I ever
had was a car (that you had to push, it was not motorized)
and little tables that were actually the white, plastic center-
piece of a pizza. 
But we would pretend, use our imagination. Nowadays,
toys that spark imagination and creative thought are hard to
find. Simple and less than $15 is no longer “cool” to chil-
dren growing up in the the new-age toy wave. The toy now
has to tell you what to do instead of letting you pretend it
was talking to you. And it amazes me parents are actually
forking out $40 for a Barbie or a talking doll.
No longer will children be excited by the “little things”
like a new coloring book or Matchbox car – they have to be
louder, bigger and more complex to light up a child’s face.
This could eventually be a downfall, as children look past
the “little things” in life and miss the whole meaning
searching for those bigger, louder and more complex events
to happen.
New toys: imagination not required
“Nowadays, toys
that spark
imagination and
creative thought
are hard to find.”Deana Poole
Editor in chief
Your turn
Letters to the editor
n Deana Poole is a junior journalism major and a weekly colum-
nist for The Daily Eastern News. Her e-mail address is
cudmp2@pen.eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of the author.
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Senate plans
to examine
placement
resolution
By Meghan McMahon
Administration editor
The Faculty Senate today will
hear a report regarding resolu-
tions passed by the Student
Senate regarding career services
and placement.
The meeting will begin at 2
p.m. in the BOG Room of Booth
Library.
“We will be looking at a cou-
ple of resolutions the Student
Senate passed several weeks ago,”
said Faculty Senate Chair James
Tidwell.
He said the Student-Faculty
Relations committee will present
the report to the senate.
The Faculty Senate meeting
will adjourn by 3 p.m. so senate
members can attend the Campus
Master Plan meeting, Tidwell
said.
He also said the senate mem-
bers will discuss the executive
session minutes from the Dec. 8
meeting and decide whether they
should be made public.
Allen Lanham will attend next
week’s Faculty Senate meeting to
update senate members on the
Booth Library renovations sched-
uled to begin this spring and Ted
Weidner will attend an upcoming
senate meeting to discuss over-
charges and chargebacks, Tidwell
said.
Search for major gifts director restarted
By Meghan McMahon 
and Chris Sievers
Staff editors
The search for Eastern’s next
director of major gifts and planned
giving will be restarted because
the two candidates who inter-
viewed last semester were not
deemed qualified for the position.
Jill Nilsen, acting vice presi-
dent for external relations, said the
two finalists who interviewed on
campus did not have the qualifica-
tions the search committee was
looking for.
“Neither (of the finalists)
brought to the position the exact
qualifications and characteristics
we were looking for,” she said.
Norbert Furumo, member of
the search committee, said three
candidates originally applied for
the position. Of those three, one
dropped out and another accepted
a position at the University of
Wisconsin.
Melvin Stringer and Thomas
Kolda were brought to campus for
interviews with the campus com-
munity in late November and
early December of last year.
Stringer is currently employed
as a consultant for Professional
Experience Quarterly based in
Atlanta Ga., and Kolda was
employed as a resource develop-
ment executive and consultant in
Lexington, Ky., but recently
accepted a position at the
University of Wisconsin.
Nilsen said Kolda accepting
another position did not affect the
outcome of the search because she
had made her decision not to fill
the position with one of the two
finalists right before she was noti-
fied Kolda had accepted a position
at the University of Wisconsin.
“The outcome of the search
would not have been different (if
Kolda did not accept another
position),” Nilsen said.
Morgan Olsen, vice president
for business affairs, also said he
did not feel the candidates were
qualified to fit the position.
“Basically, we brought the top
candidates to interview but they
did not fill our needs,” Olsen
said.
Nilsen said she anticipates
starting the second search some-
time this spring.
“I thought it would be better
not to fill the position at this point
and go back and re-search,”
Nilsen said.
The remaining candidate was
not selected to fill the position
because Nilsen felt the candidate
did not have enough experience
for the position, Furumo said.
Furumo also said he did not
think a new search would begin
until Eastern’s next president,
Carol Surles, officially begins her
presidency in March.
The director of major gifts and
planned giving will be responsi-
ble for working with estate giv-
ing, charitable donations and the
solicitation of major gifts for the
university, Furumo previously
said.
Nilsen said the director of
major gifts and planned giving
also should have a good institu-
tional fit and a large knowledge
base.
The committee also will be
looking for a candidate with at
least five years experience in
fund-raising, he previously said.
Students may be able to shadow officials
By Chris Sievers
Student government editor
Eastern’s Student Senate is
sponsoring a program that would
allow Eastern students to shadow
an elected official.
Eastern students will have the
opportunity to enter a raffle to
win a chance to shadow an elect-
ed official such as Charleston
Mayor Dan Cougill, State
Representative Dale Righter and
State Senator Judy Meyers . 
Liz Halbert, student vice pres-
ident for public affairs, said the
program is still in the beginning
of the planning phase.
Halbert said she is still work-
ing with the elected officials to
determine dates that will be avail-
able to host a student. 
“I’m still waiting to finalize
the dates,” she said. 
Halbert said there may be one
drawback to the program.
“The winning students may
have to drive to Springfield to
meet with the representative,” she
said. 
“I don’t think any student will
want to drive to Springfield ( to
meet with Dale Righter).
Halbert said she has looked
into whether the student could
ride to Springfield with Righter
but he is staying in Springfield
while he is in session. 
Halbert said she is trying to
work out the problem.
Senate Speaker Bill Gruen said
applications will be available
sometime this semester once
plans become finalized. 
Neither (of the finalists)
brought to the position the
exact qualifications and
characteristics we were
looking for.
Jill Nilsen,
acting vice president for external 
relations
“
”
Mayor, state representative, state senator to sponsor students this semester 
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MONDAY Coed 9:00pm
WEDNESDAY Singles 4:30pm*
WEDNESDAY         Coed Dbls. 6:30pm*
*ABC/WIBC Sanctioned
Take a break and have some fun!!
UNION BOWLING LANES
and
RECREATION AREA
Stop by and sign up NOW!
Leagues start Jan. 25th!!
(running through the spring semester)
West wing, Lower Level, Martin Luther King,Jr. University Union           581-7457
$3.50/week 
per person 4 per team
Great  Apartments
* Balconies & Patios
* Apts. for 2, 3, or 4 people
* Furnished
* Laundry Facilities
* Central Air
* Reasonable utilities
* 24 hour maintenence
* Free off- street parking
* swimming pool and sun deck
LINCOLNWOOD
PINETREE APTS
(ACROSS FROM CARMAN HALL)
2219 S. 9TH ST. APT#17 345-6000
advertise
you’ll make some
dough for the basic
neccesities
Christy Kilgore
City editor
A drawing will be held Jan. 30 at
the Charleston Area Chamber of
Commerce Annual Dinner and
Dance to give away a four-day,
three-night cruise.
The winner of the cruise, worth
$1,400, will have their choice of
going to the Bahamas, Mexico, or
the Western Caribbean.
Tickets to attend the dinner
event are now on sale.
Also, as part of the evening,
themed “One Enchanted Evening,”
the Outstanding Citizen and
Volunteer of the Year awards will be
given. Past recipients of these
awards also will be honored at the
occasion. 
Donated items from chamber
members will also be sold in a silent
auction throughout the evening.
Call the Chamber Office at 345-
7071 to make a donation.
Concluding the evening will be
a dance with music by disc jockey
Tom Olmstead.
Tickets can be purchased for
$40 at the Chamber office at 501
Jackson Ave., or calling 345-7041.
Reservations are needed soon as
seating is limited.
Christy Kilgore
City editor
The Charleston City Council
tonight is scheduled to pass a reso-
lution approving $20,000 in
tourism funds to develop a tourist
attraction at the Coles County
Fairgrounds featuring the
Lincoln/Douglas Debate.
The meeting will be held at 7
p.m. in the Municipal Building.
City Manager, Bill Riebe said
the attraction is part of the state-
wide “Looking for Lincoln” pro-
ject.
“The sole purpose (of the pro-
ject) is to promote Lincoln lore in
Central Illinois,” Riebe said.
The Lincoln/Douglas debate site
is the only debate site in Illinois
chosen for this project, he said.
Riebe said the $20,000 in fund-
ing will be matched by Illinois state
tourism funds.
Other expenditures from
tourism funds expected to be
approved include $2,400 for a full
page advertisement in the 1999
issue of the Rockhome Gardens
Vacation Magazine, and $22,500
for musical entertainment for the
1999 “Red, White and Blue Days”
Fourth of July Celebration, Riebe
said.
Also subject for approval is a
raffle permit authorizing the
Eastern Coles County United Way
to raise funds.
A city code ordinance that
would require all battalion chiefs to
become certified as paramedics. 
“It’s important for people in
those supervisory positions to have
those capabilities and have those
credentials,” Riebe said.
There are currently four battal-
ion chiefs that serve under the fire
chief.
A city ordinance is up for
approval that would allow the City
to change its calculation method for
calculating utility taxes. Currently a
gross receipts method is used. The
ordinance, if approved, would
change the method to a kilowatt-
hour usage method.
The ordinance will not affect the
amount customers are taxed for
electric use.
By Laura Irvine
Campus editor
A fraternity on campus has
recently chosen to participate in a
program that will teach individual
learning and development.
The Delta Chi fraternity will
participate in the “Keep Educating
Yourself” program, which was
d e v e l o p e d
through the
Delta Chi
international
chapter. The
Eastern chap-
ter of the
Delta Chi fra-
t e r n i t y
applied to par-
ticipate and
was accepted
into a pilot program.
“I think this program will get
(the fraternity) back on track of
what our founders set,” said John
Konecki, a senior social science
major and chapter president of
Delta Chi.
Konecki said all 103 members
of the fraternity will participate in
the KEY program, which is divid-
ed into three chapters with four
categories under each chapter.
The three chapters members
must complete include personal
management, principled leader-
ship and professional preparation. 
The categories under the chap-
ters include: organization and
planning, financial accountability,
social responsibility, utilizing sup-
port systems, leadership philoso-
phies and practice, ethical behav-
ior and moral rea-
soning, service
learning, social
skills and eti-
quette, career
d e v e l o p m e n t
tasks, relationship
issues, diverse
perspectives and
alumni prepara-
tion. 
According to a
press release, members must com-
plete all 12 areas to finish the pro-
gram. “Upon completion of the
program a member will have put in
over 100 hours of character build-
ing and personal development.”
Konecki said he is excited to
start the program.
“I think this is the best thing
that’s happened to (the fraternity)
in the four years I’ve been here,”
he said.
City Council to consider
$20,000 in tourism funds
Funds would be used for Lincoln/Douglas debate attraction
Delta Chi to participate
in pilot KEY program
Program will focus on areas designed to enhance
character building and personal development
Chamber of
Commerce
hosts drawing
for cruise
I think this is the best thing
that’s happened to (the fra-
ternity) in the four years I’ve
been here.
John Konecki,
Chapter president of Delta Chi
“
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DALLAS (AP) - An increasingly
common operation in which doctors
burn away heart tissue to try to elimi-
nate heart rhythm disturbances almost
always succeeds and carries low risks,
according to the biggest study ever
done of the procedure. 
Researchers said the results should
encourage doctors to consider radiofre-
quency catheter ablation over drugs
when treating patients with certain
irregular heart rhythms, including a
rapid beat. 
“This procedure has clearly moved
into a front-line therapy of choice,” said
Dr. Eric Prystowsky of the Indiana
Heart Institute in Indianapolis, one of
the researchers. 
The findings were published in
Tuesday’s issue of Circulation, a jour-
nal of the American Heart Association.
Catheter ablation was introduced about
10 years ago and has grown rapidly,
with thousands now performed every
year. The irregular heart rhythms treat-
ed by catheter ablation are usually not
life-threatening but cause palpitations
that can frighten patients. 
Catheters are threaded through
blood vessels from the groin or an arm
or leg into the heart and used to burn
away tissue containing nerve pathways
that cause the heart to misfire. 
Researchers looked at 1,050 patients
at 18 hospitals who underwent a
catheter ablation. The irregular rhythm,
or arrhythmia, disappeared in about 95
percent of the patients. A few patients
needed repeated treatment, and 3 per-
cent developed major complications,
including three who died within a
month of the surgery. 
By The Associated Press
At Martin Luther King Day
parades and prayer breakfasts, in their
offices and in homes, many blacks said
Monday they have a particular stake in
the impeachment trial of President
Clinton - “the best thing that has hap-
pened for blacks in a long time.”
“If Clinton is removed from office,
that’s a slap in the face for black
America,” said Mikel Holt, editor of
the Milwaukee Community Journal, a
black newspaper. “That’s in essence,
derailing the civil rights freedom
train.”
Clinton has long enjoyed black
support, both from the public and in
Congress, because he socializes and
prays with black people, appoints
them to high positions and understands
the struggle of racism, black leaders
said. 
As the trial entered its second
week, some summoned the name and
message of the slain civil rights leader
in Clinton’s defense - saying the two
men shared a common dream of equal-
ity. 
“Dr. King would be suspect of the
impeachment process because he
would be suspect of the impeachers,”
the Rev. Jesse Jackson said after a
breakfast honoring King in Chicago. 
Jackson specifically mentioned
Senate Majority leader Trent Lott, who
was recently linked by his uncle to an
ultraconservative group accused of
promoting white supremacy. Lott
denied last week that he was affiliated
with the group and said he is opposed
to racism and white supremacy. 
Richard Bailey a historian and
author from Montgomery,Ala., said he
too was suspect of some of Clinton’s
critics. 
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Large 
1Topping
Pizza 
$7.95
Wednesday Carry
Out Special!!
Medium
Cheese or Pepperoni
$2.99
667 Lincoln Ave
348-1626
Road House
Cody’s Italian Style 
Family Night
Tuesdays during January 19 & 26
3pm to 9pm 
All you care to eat pasta
Cody’s spaghetti with Italian meat sauce.  Salad with our
own house Italian dressing and homemade rolls with garlic
butter.  Enjoy all you care to eat! (no substitutions, please)
HERE’S THE DEAL:
1 person will dine for $4.50
2 people will dine for $8.00
3 people will dine for $11.50
4 people will dine for $13.50
FIVE PEOPLE
DINE FOR
$15
(Each additional person only $3.00)
Italian Style Meatballs With Sauce (1doz)...........$300
Toasted Ravioli With Dipping Sauce (6).............$300
Fried Mozzarella Cheese Stix With Sauce (8).....$300
ITALIAN RED WINE
GREAT WITH PASTA
Chianti by the Glass.....................$250
Chianti by the Bottle..................$1000
U-Gotta Wanna-Go
Dining Room Open
11am to 10pm Daily
Rt. 16& I-57—Mattoon
235-1200
Join us For Superbowl Sunday
Full Bar
Full Menu
Appetizer Specials
“The Game Is ON”
designers wanteddesigners
designers
designers
designers
apply for spring 1999 positions in the student 
publications in buzzard or call jen @ 581.2812
graphic design majors preferred
designersad
Serbs attack ethnic Albanian villages
MALOPOLJE, Yugoslavia – Defying international
outrage over the massacre of civilians, Serb forces pound
ethnic Albanian villages with artillery, bar the U.N. war
crimes prosecutor from entering the country and order the
American head of the Kosovo peace mission to leave the
country. 
Brazil decides to let currency
float freely, markets rebound
BRASILIA, Brazil –Desperate to heal its financial
wounds, Brazil announces it will continue to let the coun-
try’s beleaguered currency float freely on foreign
exchange markets, a move that gives a lift to world mar-
kets. In Washington, Brazilian authorities engage in a
feverish round of meetings with U.S. and international
finance officials, trying to reassure nervous foreign
investors. 
Common currency fueling debate
in 11 European nations
TORONTO – The launch of a common currency in 11
European nations is fueling debate in Canada and Mexico
over whether North America’s three trading partners
should adopt a comparable monetary union. 
But don’t expect a NAFTA-style euro any time soon. 
Investigation of autism cluster
underway in N.J. community
TRENTON, N.J. – When Bobbie Gallagher’s 2-year-old
daughter Alanna, still barely talking, began spinning in cir-
cles and obsessively lining things up, Mrs. Gallagher began
wondering what was wrong. 
The little girl eventually was diagnosed with autism. 
Then, so was her baby brother. And so were several other
children in Brick Township. 
That’s when Mrs. Gallagher began wondering if some-
thing was horribly wrong in her town. Federal health offi-
cials were so concerned they began investigating last
spring, and they now believe they may have found a cluster
of autism, something that has never before been document-
ed in the United States. The cause is still a mystery. 
inbrief
worldTobacco industry sets up trust fund
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) – Six
tobacco-state governors issued a
joint statement Monday calling for
the cigarette industry to set up a
$5.15 billion trust fund for farmers
who depend on tobacco growing.
With demand for tobacco down
sharply in U.S. markets and a grow-
ing public health attack on smoking,
“the only viable course of action to
ensure the protection of our farmers
and their future,” read the statement
that came in advance of negotia-
tions this week with tobacco com-
panies.
Govs. Jim Hunt of North
Carolina, Paul Patton of Kentucky,
Jim Gilmore of Virginia, Jim
Hodges of South Carolina, Roy
Barnes of Georgia and Don
Sundquist of Tennessee are sched-
uled to meet with cigarette company
officials Wednesday in Durham,
N.C., along with their attorneys
general and agriculture commis-
sioners. The negotiations began
following last year’s $206 billion
agreement by tobacco companies to
settle state lawsuits seeking reim-
bursement for the cost of treating
smoking-related illnesses.
The agreement also required the
companies to meet with political
leaders of tobacco states to talk
about the concerns of the growers,
who were not included in the deal. 
The first meeting was held a month
ago. 
Philip Morris, the industry
leader, already has said it will con-
tribute $300 million to the trust
fund this year. But the company
also said future payments would
depend on what is done by the other
tobacco companies - R.J. Reynolds,
Brown & Williamson and Lorillard. 
Reynolds initially opposed cre-
ation of a trust fund, saying a better
way to help farmers was to promise
to buy more American-grown
tobacco. 
Black don’t want Clinton impeached
New procedure corrects heart rhythm
$1,500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars. No Experience
Required. Free information
packet. Call 202-452-5942.
______________________5/4
Kid Sitter needed for occasional
evenings. Prefer elementary
major. Need car. Call 345-2534
after 6:00 p.m.
_____________________1/19
Summer Jobs!  COME TO NEW
HAMPSHIRE FOR THE SUM-
MER!  6/20 - 8/19. Outstanding
brother/sister sports camps on
Lake Winnipesaukee (near
Boston, Main Coast, NH White
Mountains)  seek skilled coun-
selors for land sports, water
sports, and the arts. Room,
board, and most transportation
paid. Call us, or apply at our
internet sites: Boys: www.win-
aukee.com; 800-791-2018;
Girls - www.robindel.com; 888-
860-1186.
______________________2/1
Hope House and Arcola CILA
are looking for people to work
as hab aides in group home and
residential setting. Shifts avail-
able, 3 - 9 pm M - Sun, 10 - 6, 8
- 4, 3 - 11 Sat. - Sun. You can
apply at 106 E. 2nd South
Street Mon - Fri. 9 - 11 am or 5
- 7 pm. Drive up and meet
some of our residents!  Must be
18.
_____________________1/25
ATTENTION!  ATTENTION!
Psychology, Sociology, Special
Education, and other majors.
Gain valuable experience by
WORKING with adults and chil-
dren with developmental dis-
abilities. FLEXIBLE scheduling
for EVENING, NIGHT, and
WEEKEND shifts. Paid training
is provided. Apply at: CCAR
Industries 825 18th St.,
Charleston, IL 61920. E.O.E.
______________________5/4
12 CNA’s needed immediately
for full time 2nd and 3rd shift
positions. Excellent Benefits
package includes life, health,
401k and dental. Highly com-
petitive starting salary. PART
TIME ALSO AVAIL. Apply @
738 18th Street, Charleston, IL
61920.
_____________________1/22
LPN’s needed in home with 5
developmentally disabled
adults. Morning, evening and
weekend part-time hours avail-
able. Apply at 106 E. 2nd South
Street, Arcola, M - F 9 - 11 am.
or 5 -7 pm.
_____________________1/25
MAKE A DIFFERENCE.
Whoever said “going to work”
had to be boring and ordinary?
Heritage Residential
Alternatives offers a new and
rewarding experience working
with individuals with develop-
mental disabilities. Your con-
cern can make a difference
while you make excellent pay!!
FT/PT positions available now!
Life/Health/Dental/401K for FT
and competitive starting salary,
flexible scheduling. HABILITA-
TION AIDES/CNA’S P.T.
ASSISTANT, ACTIVITY AIDES,
NURSES/LPN’S. 2nd and 3rd
shifts, Flex time available, Full
training including state certifica-
tion. $6.80-8.61 per hour. Send
resume or applications to:
Human Resources, 738 18th
St., Charleston, IL 61920.
Walk-Ins welcome, EOE. “All
things are possible to those who
believe.”
_____________________1/22
Housekeepers Wanted!  Hope
House and Arcola CILA need
someone to fill
housekeeper/hab aide position.
Hours are 5:30 - 11:30 at Hope,
5:30 - 10 at CILA. Apply at 106
E. 2nd South Street, Arcola M -
F 9 - 11 am or 5 - 7 pm.
_____________________1/25
Mature student needs math
tutor. Will pay $$$. Call Lisa
Anne at 581-2198.
_____________________1/20
FREE RADIO + $1250!
Fundraiser open to student
groups & organizations. Earn
$3 - $5 per Visa/MC app. We
supply all materials at no cost.
Call for info or visit our website.
Qualified callers receive a
FREE Baby Boom Box. 1-800-
932-0528 x65. www.ocmcon-
cepts.com
_____________________4/12
Team oriented, energetic
housekeeping/janitorial compa-
ny seeks mature, serious peo-
ple. Flexible hours. Above aver-
age pay available. Call Peggy
@ 345-6757.
_____________________1/21
AVAILABLE NOW!  Individuals
to do intermittent in-home care
for children/adults with disabili-
ties in COLES, CUMBERLAND,
and DOUGLAS counties.
Primarily evenings, and week-
ends. Excellent second job.
Send resume or apply at CCAR
Industries, 825 18th Street,
Charleston, IL  61920. E.O.E.
______________________2/5
Full Time/Part Time positions
available to motivated, orga-
nized people interested in work-
ing in a 16 bed group home
serving individuals who have
developmental disabilities.
Looking for a midnight to eight,
Medical Unity Director and
Activity Director. Requires a
H.S. diploma or GED. Apply in
person at 910 17th street or call
345-2922. Ask for Scott.
_____________________1/21
ATTN: WORK FROM HOME!
$500 - $4,000 P/T or F/T per
month. Training provided. ulti-
matesuccess.com or 800-228-
3661.
_____________________1/25
Happily married Christian cou-
ple of ten years seeking open
adoption. Stay home mom, pro-
fessional dad. We will cherish
you forever and give your baby
unconditional love. Call Becki
or Mike collect at 309-833-3377
or Theresa, our attorney at 309-
692-1087.
_____________________1/25
Fall 5,4,3, & 2 bedroom houses
and brand new 2 bedroom
apartments. Close to campus.
Call 348-5032.
______________________5/4
AVAILABLE FOR FALL ‘99. 1,
2, & 3 BEDROOM FURNISHED
APARTMENTS. GREAT LOCA-
TION. 345-6000.
______________________5/4
710 Buchanan - 1/2 block north
of campus. 3 bedroom fur-
nished for 5 - 6 students. Call
345-8547.
_____________________1/22
SEITSINGER APARTMENTS!
1611 9th Street. One girl need-
ed for spring semester. Newly
redecorated apartment com-
pletely furnished. 2 garage
spaces also available for spring.
Call 345-7136.
______________________5/4
SEITSINGER APARTMENTS
NOW LEASING FOR 1999 -
2000 SCHOOL YEAR!  1611
9th Street. 1 block east of Old
Main, completely furnished.
Heat & garbage included. 9
month individual lease. Call
345-7136.
______________________5/4
DORM SIZE FRIG as low as
$25.00 for Spring Semester.
348-7746.
______________________5/4
AVAIL. NOW, BRAND NEW
3BD DUPLEX For Spring
Semester, has all the amenities,
water and trash paid. $750/mo.
820 Lincoln Ave. 348-7746.
______________________5/4
AVAIL AUG, 2 BD 1 1/2 BATH
FURN APT. 12 mo. lease, trash
paid, free laundry facility. 1017
Woodlawn. 348-7746.
______________________5/4
1 BR large furnished apt. locat-
ed at 743 6th Street nice!  Also
available large 2 BR Apt. Avail
now. Call 581-7729 or 345-
6127. $355 per mo.
______________________5/4
For 1999 - 2000 School Year -
Efficiency apts. 1 1/2 blocks
from campus. Brand new
duplex, 3 bedroom, 1 1/2 baths,
3 blocks from campus. 348-
0394.
_____________________1/20
Furnished 4 bedroom, 1250
square feet, parking, laundry,
low utilities, available Fall and
Spring ‘99/00 (also available
Summer ‘99). $205 per bed-
room, 10 or 12 month lease, 6
blocks north of Hardee’s, phone
Dawn at 345-8893.
______________________2/8
For lease for the fall of ‘99 - 2
through 6 bedroom houses.
346-3583.
_____________________1/20
Available Spring Semester - 2
bedroom close to campus.
Washer/Dryer. No pets!
$400/month. Call 345-5037.
_____________________1/22
ALL UTILITIES PAID!!  Large 1
bedroom apartments available
for Fall ‘99. NO PETS!  NO
PARTIES!!  Very quiet building.
Mature, responsible people
only. $385 per month. 11 1/2
month lease. Located at 24
West Buchanan Avenue. Call
345-6759 and leave message.
______________________5/4
For Rent - Condos Oceanside.
$313-320. $320-$327.
Pompano Beach, FL 345-3306.
_____________________1/26
Girls very large furnished house
for 7 on first St. No pets. 345-
5048 9-5p.m.
_____________________1/22
Girls 1, 2, & 3 bedroom fur-
nished Apt. walking distance to
school. No pets. 345-5048 9-5
p.m.
_____________________1/22
4 Bedroom apts. 1430 9th St.
$200 per person. Call 345-
6621.
______________________5/4
3 Bedroom apts. 1125 4th St. &
1426 9th St. $230 per month,
per person. call 345-6621.
______________________5/4
On Square 3 or 4 people, Loft, 2
Bedroom sky light. Heat, water,
& trash $215 each. 348-7733.
_____________________1/21
McArthur Manor apartments. 2
bedroom furnished. No pets.
Call 345-2231.
______________________5/4
APARTMENTS!! 2 or 3 bed-
rooms for fall. Call CAMPUS
RENTALS at 345-3100 between
3-9p.m. See our website:
www.campus-rentals.com.
_____________________1/29
Brittany Ridge Fall 1999. 10 mo
lease. 5 person. Stove, Ref.,
Washer & Dryer. $220 per mo.
per person. 345-9355.
_____________________1/22
For lease - Large 3 bedroom
furnished apts. for 1999 - 2000
school year. Call 345-3664
after 4:00 pm.
______________________2/1
1, 2, 3, 4 & 5 bedroom apts. &
houses available. Furnished,
trash & water included. Very
clean. Almost new. Call 348-
0819 and leave message.
_____________________1/22
1 & 2 bedroom apartment. 3, 4,
& 5 bedroom houses. 11 & 12
month leases. Trash, washer &
dryers. No pets. 345-4602.
_____________________1/29
3 bedroom apartments. Extra
nice. Very large near campus.
Phone 345-9258 after noon or
345-2416 anytime.
_____________________1/22
NICE 1 BDRM APT FOR 2
PERSONS. FURNISHED
$440/MONTH. 1 BLOCK
NORTH OF O’BRIEN FIELD.
CALL HOWARD. 348-7653.
______________________5/4
7/8 persons for large 2 story
home, furnished plus
washer/dryer. 1 block north of
O’Brien field. Call Howard 348-
7653.
______________________5/4
Spacious 2 bedroom apart-
ments. Furnished, trash pick
up, close to campus. 3 bedroom
House  next to park available for
the 1999 - 2000  school year.
Call 349-8824, leave message.
_____________________2/19
Sublessor needed. 1 bedroom
Apt. Near the Square.
Water/Trash paid. Call 348-
5213 after 6:00p.m.
_____________________1/21
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PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for any
non-profit, campus organizational event. No parties or fundraising activities and
events will be printed. All clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News
office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF EVENT. Example: an
event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus Clip by  NOON
by Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday, Saturday, or Sunday events.)
Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT be published. No clips will be
taken by phone. Any clip that is illegible or contains conflicting information WILL
NOT BE RUN. Clips may  be edited for available space.
The Daily Eastern News
Classified ad form
Name: _________________________________
Address: _______________________________
Phone: _______________ Student: o Yes o No
Under classification of: __________________________
Expiration code (office use only): _________________
Person accepting ad: ________ Compositor: _______
No. words / days: ________ Amount due: $_________
Payment:
Check No._______
Dates to run: _________________________________
Ad to read:
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day 
thereafter. 15 cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents per word 
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY – NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.
PHI SIGMA PI. Meeting to be held on January 19, 199 at 7pm in
the Charleston/Mattoon Room at the Union. All members please
attend, we will be discussing Rush events.
BLACK STUDENT UNION. Meeting to be held on Tuesday 19
January 1999 at 6pm in the Charleston/Mattoon Room at the Union.
A I T P. Meeting to be held on January 19, 1999 at 8pm in Lumpkin
Hall Rm 027. COM Majors only
PEOPLE ORGANIZATION FOR WOMEN’S EQUALITY RIGHTS.
Open meeting. Tuesday 19 January 1999 at 6pm in the Effingham
Rm 3rd Floor Union. All welcome to join this organization concerned
with gender equality.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER. Mass. January 19, 1999 at
12:05p.m. The Newman Chapel. The Newman Chapel is on the
corner of 9th and Lincoln.
IFC. Meeting Tuesday at 6:00 p.m. in the Arcola-Tuscola Room.
5:30 p.m. for executive board.
CampusClips
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Sublessor needed. Own bed-
room, one housemate. Next to
campus call 815-485-8710.
_____________________3/15
Sublessors needed. 2 bedroom
apartment, rent negotiable.
1112 Division #1. Open imme-
diately. Call Jim Wood at C-21
Wood Real Estate at 345-4489.
_____________________1/29
NEEDED SUBLESSOR FOR
SP 99. ON 6TH ST. WATER &
ELECTRIC INCLUDED OWN
BEDROOM. CALL DANNY @
345-8283.
_____________________1/19
SUBLESSORS NEEDED. 2
bedroom Apt. available for
Spring 99. Call 345-4019.
_____________________1/22
Newly Remodeled House
Across from Domino’s. 345-
5022.
______________________5/4
New 3BR House 2-Story; 1 1/2
Bath. Close to Campus. 345-
5022.
______________________5/4
Lost: Set of 5 keys with 93.1
WRT key chain. Return to
Student Publications.
_____________________1/20
SPRING BREAK 99!  Cancun -
Nassau - Jamaica. Travel Free
and make lots of Cash!  Top reps
are offered on-site staff jobs.
All-Inclusive deals, 32 hours
FREE Drinks. Special
Discounts up to $100 per person
Lowest price Guaranteed. Call
now for details. www.classtrav-
el.com 800-838-6411
_____________________1/19
For Sale 1996 Nissan 200 SX-
SE white 5 speed spoiler
47,XXX miles. Excellent condi-
tion. Great gas mileage. Valued
at $9600, asking $8600 or o.b.o.
Call 345-1292 or 342-4521.
_____________________1/19
Color Monitor 14”, Ink Jet
Printer, 600 3EP Plus Scanner,
Packard Bell 200 MHZ w/32
RAM 16 x’s speed C.D. Rom.
$699. 348-1107.
_____________________1/21
To the Men of Lambda Chi
Alpha - This past year as your
sweetheart has been one I will
cherish forever. I will miss you
all so much. I wish I could be
you sweetheart forever. Thank
you for letting me be a part of
your lives. You will always be a
part of mine. Love always - Your
Crescent Girl, Sarah.
_____________________1/19
Congratulations to Stacie
Hansen of Delta Zeta on getting
lavaliered to Brian Hooker of
Lambda Chi Alpha. Your room-
mates are happy for you. Love,
Diane & Rudy.
_____________________1/19
Hey Stacie Hansen - Do you
think they are jealous yet?
_____________________1/19
Julie Williams of Sigma Kappa -
Glad to see you back. Get
ready for a great semester. The
Men of Delta Tau Delta.
_____________________1/19
Need Cash?  Sell your unwant-
ed items in the Daily Eastern
News Classified Section. Let
your school newspaper work for
you. Make your way to Buzzard
to place your ads today
___________________OO/HA
MODELS NEEDED. Male or
female models for drawing
classes for Spring 1999 semes-
ter. To apply, come to the Art
Office, Fine Arts 216.
_____________________1/27
Eta Sigma Gamma (Health
Honorary) is having an informa-
tional meeting (01-20-99) in
Lantz Building Pool Lounge at
5:00pm. FREE PIZZA!
Cumulative GPA of 3.0 or
Health GPA of 3.0 are eligible.
_____________________1/20
Elections on January 19th at
2pm and January 20th at 3pm
in Coleman 109. Interested in
the Sigma Iota Lambda  elec-
tions for spring semester, all
pre-law society members must
attend.
_____________________1/20 
STUDENTS AND FACULTY
WELCOME BACK TO THE
WARMTH OF TROPI-TAN. 10
TANS $25. 348-8263.
_____________________1/29   
Advertise with the Daily Eastern
News. It pays.
___________________OO/HA
Classifiedadvertising
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MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM BY MIKE PETERS
It pay$ to advertise with the Daily Eastern News
Successful sweep
By Todd Schreiber
Staff writer
After a month off of dual-meet com-
petition, the Eastern swim teams man-
aged to pull off a weekend sweep.
The Eastern men’s team defeated
Valparaiso 145-84 Friday at Lantz Pool.
The women blew out the Lady Crusaders
175-63. Friday’s decisions came after the
teams swept Indiana University-Purdue
University Ind-
ianapolis on
Thursday night.
The men won
153-77, while the women won 152-83.
These were the first meets for the
team since Dec. 12 against Millikin
University, and the team showed little
rust. The team trained in Florida over the
break and obviously was in good shape.
Coach Ray Padovan was happy with his
teams’ performances over the weekend.
“Coming off our training trip, we
weren’t knowing what to expect,” he
said. 
The men’s team (5-3) started Friday’s
meet with a victory in the 200-yard med-
ley relay event. Sophomore Nick
Schmidt started the individual victories
with a win in the 1000-yard freestyle
event.
Sophomore diver Scott Burrus won
both the 1-meter and 3-meter diving
events. Junior Matt Bos took the 100-
yard breastroke event. Sophomores Luke
Porritt and Bill O’Brien both won in the
100-yard backstroke and freestyle events,
respectively. The final winner for the
team was freshman Joe DeLuca, who
won the 100-yard butterfly.
The Lady Panthers (6-2) dominated
their meet on Friday, winning all but one
event on the evening.
The team took both relay events –
200-yard medley and freestyle. Junior
Amber Aurit led the way with two indi-
vidual victories on the evening. Aurit
took both the 100-yard backstroke and
the 400-yard individual medley events.
Senior Andrea Peters started the indi-
vidual scoring by winning the 200-yard
freestyle event. Fellow senior Jessica
Stowell won the 100-yard butterfly event.
Other individual swimming winners
were sophomore Christine Przybylski in
the 500-yard freestyle event and fresh-
man Courtney Werbe in the 100-yard
breastroke.
The women also swept the diving
events, with Amy Jelinek winning the 1-
meter event and freshman Julie Rizzo
taking the 3-meter event.
One swimmer who had a particularly
good weekend was sophomore Amanda
Dore. She won the 50-yard freestyle on
Friday, but her best performance came on
Thursday when she broke the school
record in the 1000-yard freestyle with a
time of 10:55.67. 
This was the fourth individual school
record for Dore, who is also on four
school record-holding relay teams.
By Bill Ruthhart
Staff writer
What started out as a weekend of high hopes
for the Panther wrestling squad, quickly turned
into one of disappointment for the Eastern grap-
plers with losses to Northern Illinois and
Northern Iowa.
The Panther wrestlers took on Northern
Iowa, which is ranked No. 24 in the nation, on
Saturday evening.  A series of close losses led to
a 31-10 defeat for Eastern.
The Panthers started on a positive note as
heavyweight Mike Russow won his match, 8-3.
Senior Tom Combes (125) then defeated his
opponent by the score of 14-6.  
Then things turned for the worse after Kelly
Revells (133) could not get it going against No.
8 Eric Keller.  After the good start, a series of
close, losses took place, including Don Pool’s
(141) 4-2 overtime loss.  
“The guys just weren’t ready to wrestle,”
McCausland said. “It was not what I was expect-
ing at all.”
Hopes were high for McCausland’s squad
heading into the meet with Northern Illinois on
Friday nigh, but the Panthers dropped it by the
score of 26-17.
The meet once again started off on a good
note as Combes (125) came up with a 3-2 victo-
ry to kick off the meet. Revells (133) then lost
his first match of the year after being ineligible
during the fall.  
“Kelly started off well,” McCausland said,
“but just kind of faded.”
After that, it was all downhill for the Panthers
as victories by Rob Serio (157) and Zach Derico
(197) were the only other bright spots for
Eastern in the disappointing loss. Serio won his
match 8-4 and Derico produced a 16-3 major
decision.
“We wrestled quite poorly,” McCausland
said of his team’s effort in DeKalb. “I don’t
know what it was, but we weren’t sharp.”
Sickness and injury could have played a role
in the two defeats. Ryan Anderson (149) was not
able to wrestle due to sickness and his replace-
ment, Jason Lawrence, dropped both of his
matches over the
weekend. 
Kyle Bracey also
hurt his shoulder on
Friday night forcing Eastern to forfeit in the 185
bracket on Saturday against Northern Iowa.  
The two-week break due to the canceled trip
to the Great Plains Open played a major factor in
the two losses.  
“I didn’t think the canceled trip would have a
big effect on our guys,” McCausland said. “But
evidently, it did.”
There are many factors that could have con-
tributed to the pair of losses, but McCausland
won’t make any excuses for his team. 
“We’ve just got to call ourselves to perform,”
McCausland said, “We’re not wrestling as well
as we should be for this time of year.”
Going into the weekend, McCausland said
good focus and intensity would be keys to a suc-
cessful weekend, and the Panthers were not suc-
cessful in obtaining either of those two objec-
tives.  
“I was not satisfied with the intensity,”
McCausland said. “That’s something we are
definitely going to have to work on.”
Swimming
& diving 
Men’s and women’s swim teams cruise
by crushing opponents on consecutive days
Wrestlers drop both
weekend road meets
Panther
wrestling
Want to write sports? Call us @ 7944. If you don’t, call us anyway.We’re lonely.
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Now delivering 11 am
to close everyday 3 W. Lincoln 345-4743
1-14”
Large Pizza
with
1 topping
$699
Valid for a limited time at 
participating locations.
Minimum purchases for delivery may apply.
Valid for a limited time at 
participating locations.
Minimum purchases for delivery may apply.
Valid for a limited time at 
participating locations.
Minimum purchases for delivery may apply.
Original Large 14” Pizza
Carryout Special Lunch or Late
Midnight Munch
1 Large Pizza w/ 1 topping
plus Crazy Bread & (1)2-liter Bottle of Cokew/ one topping
$1099
We accept Master Card & Visa
Store Hours
Sun-Thurs 11-12
Fri-Sat 11-2
Now Delivering 
all day
Monday & Tuesday only
$555
The
Daily
Eastern
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After reading
Please 
Recycle
it!
Squat and deliver
By Jason Randall
Staff writer
Powerlifter Shane Hamman
may only be 5-feet-9-inches tall,
but his 375 pounds of muscle
have made him the reigning super
heavyweight national 
powerlifting champion.
Hamman, along with several
former Olympians, were on hand
at the second annual Pepsi Classic
Strength and Track and Field
Clinics and Weightlifting meet
this past weekend at Lantz
Fieldhouse, including four-time
Olympic gold medalist in the dis-
cuss, Al Oerter, and Jim McCarty,
who is regarded as one of the top
powerlifters of all time.
Hamman, from Mustang,
Okla., currently holds the national
record in his favorite lift, the
snatch, at 182.5 Kg. Hamman is
also the world record holder in
the squat with a phenomenal
1008 pounds. 
The talented Hamman fell in
love with the sport as a 16-year-
old and has never looked back. 
“I simply love this sport, and I
love to come out to these small
meets and promote the sport,”
Hamman said. “Powerlifting is
gaining popularity with the differ-
ent strongman competitions you
see on TV. It’s great exposure and
I like to see people becoming
interested in it.”
Hamman has competed all
over the world and is looking to
make his mark this year as he
competes for a slot on the U.S.
Olympic squad.  
The three major meets that
Hamman must do well in to make
the Olympic team are the U.S.
National Championships in April,
the Pan-Am Games in August,
and the World Championships in
November.
“It will be very important for
me to be at my best and stay con-
sistent this whole year,” Hamman
said. “The competition will be
tough, but I’m looking forward to
defending my national title and
putting up some big weight
against the world’s best.”
A healthy diet is what
Hamman says gives him the
advantage.
“I’m not too much into supple-
ments like creatine and other
things that people are using these
days,” Hamman said.  “I just have
a tough training schedule and I
stick to it. I lift heavily five days a
week and get in a good cardio
workout once a week.”
Many powerlifters see
Hamman as a lock to make the
Olympic team.  
With all the long hours of
training, and major events,
Hamman said he always takes
time to help promote powerlift-
ing, and help out younger lifters
perfect their techniques.
“My advice to anyone who
wants to get into powerlifting or
even just to get stronger and in
better shape would be to stay con-
sistent in your workouts,” he said.
“If you don’t make excuses to
take a day or two off, and you eat
right, you can make great strides
in your physical fitness level.”
National powerlifting champion among many
appearing at Pepsi Strength Clinic over weekend
Deanna McIntyre / Photo editor
Shane Hamman, the reigning super heavyweight national powerlifting champi-
on, serves as head referee  for the 13-and under Olympic weight lifting com-
petition Sunday at Lantz Fieldhouse during the Pepsi Classic Strength and
Weightlifting meet.
By David Pump
Staff writer
CHAMPAIGN – Teams usually
have major letdowns after having
an extended layoff, but Eastern’s
men’s and women’s track and field
teams had a strong showing at the
University
of Illinois
S a t u r d a y
afternoon.
After three weeks off, the men
finished in second place (155
points) behind Illinois (195 points)
and the women were third in an
extremely close afternoon of
events.
“The quality at Illinois is really
tough,” men’s coach Tom Akers
said.  “This is a notch up because
they bring in a tough mix.”
Panther senior Chad White
placed first in the 400-meter dash
and second in the 200-meter dash,
but aggravated a hamstring.
“I will be back Wednesday,”
White said.  “It is no big deal.”
Akers was impressed with
White’s finish in the 200 event
since he hasn’t had a lot of speed
practice this season.
“This early in the season, and
that is a pretty good run,” Akers
said.  “I am more surprised by his
200 than his 400 – with the little
speed work we have done in prac-
tice.”
Freshman Jarrod Macklin fin-
ished third in the 400. He also
competed in the 60-meter hurdles
and 4x400 relay.
“Jarrod continues to be impres-
sive,” Akers said. “He is a real
intense competitor.”
Distance runner Jason Bialka
(8:34.47) edged out Illinois’
Courtney Lamb by .01 seconds  in
the 3000-meter.
“We are stepping up, but we
need a few more people to become
contributors,” Akers said.  
High jumpers Mike White
(6’08.75), Ruffner Francis
(6’08.75) and Justin Young
(6’06.75) finished second, third
and fifth, respectively. 
“Mike had a really good jump
and Ruffner finally did the things
technically that we want him to
do,” Akers said. 
“Justin had a collegiate person-
al record. Those guys did a really
good job.”
White and Francis’ jumps
placed them in the school’s all-
time top 10, respectively.
“I felt really good about this
past weekend,” Francis said. “I am
really pleased to see Mike get into
his rhythm and show his poten-
tial.”
Dave Astrauskas was third in
the 35 lbs. weight toss and fourth
in the shot put.
“I am pleased with the shot, but
I had a tough time staying in the
ring,” he said.  
The men now prepare for the
upcoming EIU Mega Meet which
is Saturday in Lantz Fieldhouse.
Indiana State 132,
Illinois 107,
Eastern Illinois 96
The team scores may be deceiv-
ing, but Eastern received a lot of
good individual performances, led
by Shavon Alexander.  
“It is coming together,”
women’s coach John Craft said.
“We had some improved perfor-
mances,
but we
also had
s o m e
dry spots.”
The freshman jumper won the
long and triple jumps en route to
receiving the team’s individual
performer and performance of the
meet awards. 
Alexander’s efforts earned her a
place on the Panthers’ all-time top
10 list in both events.
Marissa Bushue also added a
second place finish in the triple
jump, which earned her an honor-
able mention from Craft.
The Panthers had a strong fin-
ish in the 600-meter run, led by
Lisa Klinger and Sandra Hussey.
Craft said he was also
impressed with the performance of
Lauren Rapacki in the  5000-meter
run.
“(Rapacki) ran a really gutsy
race,” Craft said.  
“It was a personal record, and
she really got in there and battled.”
Candi Phillips competed in the
high jump and the 60-meter hur-
dles.  Phillips had a fourth place
finish in the hurdles.
With only three meets remain-
ing until the conference meet,
Craft said the team is in a better
position now than a season ago.
“It is just taking us some time
to get back to where we were
(before the break),” Craft said.
“What we are trying to do is get
more and more people on the same
page.”
No rust here
After three-week layoff, track
teams come through at U of I 
Women’s
track & field
Men’s
track & field
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Scoreboard
Today
No scheduled events
Wednesday
No scheduled events
EASTERN CONFERENCE 
Atlantic Division 
Pts      GF      GA 
Philadelphia              54      126           86 
New  Jersey                51     112          108 
Pittsburgh                    47      117          103 
N.Y. Rangers           41     115         120  
N.Y. Islanders           29       99          129 
Northeast Division  
Pts     GF         GA 
Toronto                      53         140       123 
Ottawa                   52       128        94 
Buffalo                      51        114          84   
Boston                      47        115         94 
Montreal                   41        102       113 
Southeast Division 
Pts       GF      GA 
Carolina                     45         111     106 
Florida                    41       103     108 
Washington               35          95      105 
Tampa  Bay              22          89     151 
WESTERN CONFERENCE 
Central Division 
Pts       GF       GA 
Detroit                  47        130      118 
St. Louis              41         107      100 
Nashville              34          98      139 
Chicago                31          94       138 
Northwest Division 
Pts        GF      GA  
Colorado                 44        105            107 
Edmonton            42       123         113 
Vancouver           34       109         128  
Calgary                   32        107          134 
Pacific Division 
Pts        GF         GA 
Dallas                   61        120          78 
Phoenix                 52         106          82 
Anaheim                 40          102           98 
San  Jose                39           98          102 
Los  Angeles         36        100        113
*Late Games Not Included
Monday’s Results 
Boston 8, Nashville 1 
*New Jersey at San Jose 
*Washington at Montreal 
*Toronto at Carolina  
*Philadelphia at Ottawa 
*Buffalo at Florida 
*Vancouver at Dallas 
*Pittsburgh at Anaheim 
Today’s Games 
Ottawa at N.Y. Rangers, 7:30 p.m.
Vancouver at Nashville, 8 p.m.
Detroit at Calgary, 9 p.m.
St. Louis at Phoenix, 9 p.m.
Colorado at Los Angeles, 10:30 p.m.
Men’s Basketball
Ohio Valley Conference
Standings
Conf           Overall
Murray State              8-0              16-2
SE Missouri               8-1              11-6
Eastern                     5-4               10-9
Tennessee State       4-4                7-8 
Morehead State        4-4                7-9
Austin Peay               4-4                6-9
Middle Tenn. 3-5              5-13
Tennessee Tech        2-6              6-10
Tenn–Martin              2-6              4-11
Eastern Kentucky       1-7              2-14
Saturday’s Results
Murray State 86, Eastern 73
Austin Peay 71, Middle Tenn 70
Morehead St. 98, Eastrem Ky. 78
SE Missouri 84, Tenn–Martin 75
Tenn. St. 74, Tenn. Tech 64
Tuesday’s Games
Austin Peay @ Tenn–Martin, 7:30 p.m.
Tenn. St @Murray St, 7:30 p.m..
Eastern Ky. @ Tenn.Tech, 7:45 p.m.
Morehead St. @ Middle Tenn., 7:45 p.m.
Murray St. 86,
Eastern 73
EIU (73) – Polite 6-14 0-0 16 3;
Hibbler 1-4 0-0 2 2; Shaver 2-3 0-0 4 2;
Owens 5-12 8-9 18 7; Hill 3-7 2-2 9 0;
Ktistou 2-4 0-0 6 0; Joseph 3-7 2-2 8 7;
Forrest 2-5 0-0 5 2; Smith 2-6 1-2 5 6.
Technical fouls: none.Totals: 26-62 13-
15 73 29
Murray State (86) – Murray 7-13 1-1
17 3; Spencer 8-13 1-2 17 8;Virgil 4-13
3-6 11 12; Towns 1-8 3-9 2 12; Reese
3-9 12-13 19 7; Floyd 2-2 0-1 4 2;
Ragan 0-0 0-0 0 0;Burdine 0-1 0-0 0 0;
Cunningham 3-4 0-0 7 2; Gay 4-5 1-3
9 1;Turner 0-0 0-0 0 0.Technical fouls:
none.Totals: 32-68 18-26 86 49
Women’s Basketball
Ohio Valley Conference
Standings
Conf. Overall
SE Missouri             7-2                12-4
Tenn–Martin            6-2                11-5
Tenn.Tech               6-2                11-5
Middle Tenn             6-2                10-6
Eastern Ky. 5-3                  8-7
Tennessee St. 4-4                  8-7
Murray St. 3-5                 4-12
Austin Peay             2-6                3-13
Morehead St. 1-7                 3-12
Eastern                  1-8                 3-13
Saturday’s Results
Murray St.77, Eastern 75
Middle Tenn70, Austin Peay 59
Eastern Ky. 76, Morehead St. 72
SE Missouri 78, Tenn–Martin 55
Tenn. St 56, Tenn.Tech 55
Tuesday’s Games
Austin Peay @ Tenn–Martin,5:30 p.m.
Tenn. St @ Murray St, 5:30 p.m..
Eastern Ky. @ Tenn.Tech, 5:45 p.m.
Morehead St. @ Middle Tenn., 5:45 p.m.
SE Missouri @ Belmont, 6:00 p.m.
Murray State 77,
Eastern 75
MSU (77)- Coltharp 7-17 0-1 2
14; Gadson 4-6 0-0 4 8;Watts 11-14 3-
4 13 25; Bates 6-12 3-4 2 17; Verebes
1-3 0-1 5 3; Pugh 2-2 0-0 2 4; Shields
0-0 0-0 0 0;Preston 1-3 0-0 1 2;Tackett
2-2 0-0 2 4
EIU (75)- Garretson 7-11 0-0 7
14;Aldrich 10-18 4-4  9 25;Moore 4-12
0-0 5 10;Patzner 2-3 2-2 1 8;Schaul 1-
4 2-2 0 4; McShane 1-2 0-0 3 3; Allen
0-0 0-0 1 0;Bernat 2-5 1-2 2 7;Dada 0-
1 0-0 0 0; Russell 2-5 0-0 0 4.
A-306
Track & Field
Men
Illinois 195, Eastern Illinois 155, Indiana
State 148, DePaul 71.
60m dash – 3. Mabry 6.90; 200m
dash – 2. C.White 21.75; 400m dash –
1. C.White 48.12, 3. Macklin 48.96;
600m run – 5. Edwards 1:23.02; Mile
run – 5. Boyles 4:19.62; 3000m run –
1. Bialka 8:34.47; 60m hurdles –
2. Spezia 8.09; 4x400m relay –
3. 3:20.37; Distance medley –
3. 10:21.68; High jump – 2. M.White
6’08.75”, 3. Francis 6’08.75”, 5.
Young 6’06.75”; Pole vault – 3.
Marchese 15’07”; Shot put – 4.
Astrauskas 47’04.5”; 35lbs.. weight
3. Astrauskas 54’.00”, 5. Davis
51’01.5”.
Women’s Results
Indiana State 132, Illinois 107, Eastern
Illinois 96.
600m run – 2. Klinger 1:40.8,
5. Hussey 1:45.12; 800m run –
2. Langer 2:25.2, 5. Milas 2:30.0;
Mile run – 5. Steinbach; 5000m run –
3. Rapacki 19:37.56, 4. Secor
20:44.35, 5. Murray 20:59.77; 60m
hurdles – 4. Phillips 8.86; 4x300m
relay – 4. 2:49.78; Distance medley
relay –         2. 12:49.03; High jump
– 5. McGee 5’05.25”; Long jump – 1.
Alexander 19’06.25”; Triple jump – 1.
Alexander 38’11.50”, 2. Bushue
38’04.75”; 20 lbs. weight – 4. Dunlap
49’05.75”.
Swimming
Men’s Results
at Lantz Pool
Eastern 145,Valparaiso 84
Eastern winners
200 medley relay (1:39.62); 1000 free-
Schmidt (10:25.34); 1-meter dive-
Burris; 3-meter dive-Burris; 100 free-
O’Brien (49.70); 100 fly-DeLuca
(53.94); 100 back-Porritt (55.24);
100 breast-Bos (1:01.90)
Women’s Results
at Lantz Pool
Eastern 175,Valparaiso 63
Eastern winners
200 medley relay (1:54.79); 200
free relay (1:47.56); 200 free-Peters
(2:02.46); 50 free-Dore (25.39);
400 individual medley- Aurit
(4:47.85); 1-meter dive-Jelinek; 3-
meter dive-Rizzo; 100 fly-Stowell
(1:01.12); 100 back-Aurit (1:01.57);
500 free-Przybylski (5:30.55); 100
breast-Werbe (1:11.03)
BASEBALL 
American League 
TEXAS RANGERS – Agreed to
terms with RHP Rick Helling on a
three-year contract. Signed RHP Joe
Hudson to a minor league contract.
Named Ray Coley as a West Coast
scout.
National League 
NEW YORK METS – Agreed to terms
with RHP Hideo Nomo on a one-year 
contract.
Texas-Louisiana League 
BAYOU BULLFROGS – Announced
the resignation of Ryan Gribble, gen-
eral manager.
BASKETBALL 
International Basketball Association 
BILLINGS RIMROCKERS –
Released F Kevin Owens.
FOOTBALL 
National Football League 
NEW YORK JETS – Signed WR
Brian Musso, WR Chris Brazzell, RB
Robert Farmer, TE Lawrence Hart,
DT Geno Bell, RB Odell Collins, and
TE Johnny Mitchell.
HOCKEY 
National Hockey League 
TORONTO MAPLE LEAFS –
Recalled G Jeff Reese from St.
John’s of the AHL. Sent G Francis
Larivee to St. John’s.
International Hockey League 
CINCINNATI CYCLONES –
Received RW Alexandre Volchkov on
loan from 
the Washington Capitals.
United Hockey League 
ASHEVILLE SMOKE – Signed RW
Jeff Jubenville.
Western Professional Hockey
League 
WPHL – Suspended Arkansas F
Jason Rushton, Shreveport defense-
men Corey Bricknell and Jim Sprott
and Waco D Steve Adams.
COLLEGE 
ALBRIGHT –Named Jeff Feiler men’s
baseball coach.
DUKE – Named John Barrett men’s
assistant soccer coach.
LA SALLE – Announced that C Bobby
Collins, G Deon Jones and F Jermaine
Peebles have been declared academi-
cally ineligible for the rest of the basket-
ball season.
EIU CALENDAR
Come Pray for Christian Unity!
January 18-25 is Christian Unity Week
We will be holding a holy hour of prayer
each day 4:30-5:30 pm at the Newman Chapel
(Corner of 9th & Lincoln).  There will be 
Exposition and Benediction 
of the Blessed Sacrament 
as part of the prayer.  Come and sit in the quiet 
and pray for the unity within the Body of Christ.
(N.B.  Each day the prayer is at 4:30 pm with the 
exception of Sat., Jan. 23  The prayer is at 6:00 pm)
MUFFINS OF THE WEEK
Chocolate Caramel
Coconut
Soup
open 7am-12:30pm Sun-Thurs
CHEESE STICKS
POPPERS
POPCORN CHICKEN
CHIPS
BAGELS
San
dw
iche
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going to score,” she said.
Despite a 3-13 record and 1-8
in Ohio Valley Conference play,
Eastern head coach John Klein
insists scoring isn’t the problem
for the Panthers. 
“We’ve been talking about
defense and not turning the ball
over,” Klein said. “We’ve been
putting more than enough points
on the board to win the games.
Offensively we have weapons,
and on any given night, two or
three people can be up there scor-
ing with Leah.”
The turnovers and rebounding
totals that have plagued the team
all season were not a factor in
Saturday’s loss. The Panthers only
had 11 turnovers to Murray’s 15.
“We did a better job taking
care of the ball,” Klein said. “I
can’t point to turnovers or
rebounds. We just struggled a little
bit in our half-court defense.”
Despite the loss, Klein
remained upbeat about the team’s
chances throughout the rest of the
season.
“We can beat anybody in this
conference and Murray, in my
opinion is just as good as any
other team in the conference,”
Klein said. “We are going to put
together some wins, and if we get
hot, anything can happen in the
conference tournament.”
Women
from Page 12
show for it.
The balanced scoring attack
gave the Panthers a chance to
win the game at the end and that
is all anybody can ask for. If the
team gives itself an opportunity
to win, then it has done its job.
Eastern didn’t come away
with a win, but could take a lot
of positives from the perfor-
mance.
First, turnovers were down.
Eastern committed only 11 on
the night. A huge improvement
from the thirty-some it gave
away during the season-opener in
St. Louis. 
The Panthers also displayed a
patient offense. They no longer
forced passes to people that were
not open. 
And so the story ends for now.
The rest will be played out
throughout the season without
anyone knowing quite how it will
turn out.
Now let’s quickly review.
What have we learned today? We
found that it takes more than one
person to carry a team. 
The more people that get
involved in the offense the
greater the chances of being suc-
cessful become.
Bauer
from Page 12
Help us out.Write sports.Please.Call 7944.Thank you.
Pippen heading
to Rockets in
trade deal
NEW YORK (AP ) –
Scottie Pippen will be traded
from the Chicago Bulls to the
Houston Rockets as soon as the
lockout ends later this week,
three NBA sources told The
Associated Press on Monday. 
The Bulls will sign Pippen
to a deal worth $67.2 million
for ffive years before trading
him, and get forward Roy
Rogers and a second-round
draft pick in return, said the
sources, who spoke on condi-
tion of anonymity. 
Although the salaries for
Pippen and Rogers do not
match, the deal is allowable
under NBA rules because
Houston will have enough
salary cap room to fit in
Pippen’s contract. His salary for
this season will be $10.6 mil-
lion. 
The deal will not be final-
ized until the lockout ends
Wednesday or Thursday. 
“We’re not going to confirm
anything,”’ Rockets spokesman
Tim Frank said. 
“The lockout is technically
not over. We’re still 
under lockout restrictions. No
deal can officially be done until 
that cloak is lifted.’’
Pippen, a six-time champion
with the Bulls, talked to the 
Rockets about signing with
them as a free agent. 
It was not immediately clear
why he agreed to a sign-and-
trade deal, but other teams were
also discussing similar deals
involving Pippen with Bulls
general manager Jerry Krause. 
The acquisition of Pippen
should clear the way for
Charles Barkley to re-sign with
Houston, giving the Rockets a
formidable front line of
Barkley, Pippen and Hakeem
Olajuwon. 
Bulls Out Of
Running For
McDyess 
DEERFIELD (AP) – Free
agent Antonio McDyess won’t
be joining the post-Jordan,
post-Pippen Chicago Bulls.
Why?
He wants to play for a win-
ner. 
“Houston and Chicago are
out of the picture,’’ McDyess’
agent, James Bryant, told The
Associated Press on Monday. 
“`Tony has analyzed the sit-
uation carefully, and he’s most
at home with those two
options: Phoenix is going to
stay a winner, and Denver is
going to be a winner.’’
Recent Irish
departures don’t
indicate problem
SOUTH BEND, Ind. (AP)
– Some have left in search of
more playing time. Others had
academic problems, while one
of the latest said he was unhap-
py with “the situation.”
Whatever the reason, the
Notre Dame basketball pro-
gram has lost six players since
the 1995-96 season, and a sev-
enth will sit out the rest of this
year with academic problems. 
Coach John MacLeod and
athletic director Mike
Wadsworth insist the depar-
tures don’t indicate a problem
for the Irish, who have only
one scholarship player left in
the 2001 class and are down to
eight scholarship players on
the active roster because of
transfers.
Former champ
celebrates 57th
birthday
LAS VEGAS (AP) – Fans
and family of boxer
Muhammad Ali gathered for
an emotional 57th birthday
party for the former champ
Sunday night, recounting the
ups and downs of the man who
considered himself “the great-
est.”
Among those on hand for
the event at the MGM Grand
hotel-casino was former heavy-
weight champion Mike Tyson,
who defeated Francois Botha
24 hours earlier. 
It was Tyson’s first fight
since being banned from box-
ing 19 months ago after biting
Evander Holyfield’s ears in a
1997 heavyweight champi-
onship bout. 
Neither Tyson nor Ali spoke
to the crowd, although both
posed for pictures with fans
and family invited to the pri-
vate dinner party.
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Gather ‘round kiddies,
it’s storytime
Murray dunks its way past Eastern
By Matt Wilson
Staff writer
The Panther basketball team was outscored by
an athletic Murray State team 53-34 in the second
half, as the Racers handed Eastern its second-
straight conference loss, 86-73 Saturday night at
Lantz Gymnasium.
After enjoying a lead as big as nine points
early in the second half, Eastern (10-9, 5-4) was
outscored 12-4 in the final three minutes of the
game to allow Murray to take the win and
improve to a perfect 8-0 in the Ohio Valley
Conference.
“For us to stay in the game, we can’t go on
long offensive dry spells,”
Panther head coach Rick
Samuels said. “When we
miss shots, that gives them a
chance to run.”
And with Eastern missing
those shots, the game was turned from a half-
court game to a full-court game, which plays
right into the hands of the athletic Murray squad.
“We have to keep it a half-court game; when
we miss shots it turns into an up and down the
court game and that’s where their dominance
takes over,” Samuels said.
Racer head coach Tevester Anderson agreed
with Samuels, saying his team thrives on transi-
tion baskets.
“We like to get out and run with the basket-
ball,” Anderson said. “It is important for us to get
transition baskets.”
And because Murray was able to get out and
run the floor, it was able to throw down four
dunks, with three of them coming in a four-
minute span in the second half that lifted the
Racers to a 64-54 lead.
“We’re Division I athletes, so we see dunks all
the time,” Panther junior forward Marc Polite
said. “We just have to be able to respond better to
them and play hard and knock down some shots.”
After offensively outrebounding Tennessee-
Martin 19-3 in the loss Thursday night, Murray
grabbed 21 offensive rebounds to Eastern’s nine.
Eastern was outrebounded 49-29 in the loss. 
“Offensive boards are all about positioning,”
Panther senior center Michael Shaver said. “You
get to a spot and try not to let anybody get to that
spot.”
The Racers were led in offensive rebounds by
center Duane Virgil, who had eight on the night.
“There were times when we were in decent
position and didn’t come away with a rebound,”
Samuels said. 
Another thing that led to the offensive board
dominance was when junior John Smith fouled
out at the 4:28 mark of the second half with
Eastern trailing 72-61.
“He’s big and strong and he pushes people
around under there,” Shaver said. 
But the Panthers didn’t let Smith fouling out
bother them, as after guard Jack Owens convert-
ed two free throws, the Eastern battled back to cut
the Racer lead to five at 74-69 with three minutes
remaining. 
But in the final three minutes, Murray made
good on 8-of-10 shots from the foul line to come
away with the win.
Despite not converting a field goal until the
14-minute mark of the first half, Eastern was still
able to enjoy a 39-33 lead at halftime.
Murray was only able to connect on 14-of-34
shots in the first half, and Anderson said a big rea-
son for that was because his team was coming off
a big win at Southeast Missouri two days before.
“We didn’t compete well in the first half; I
think we had a hangover from our last game,”
Anderson said. “We were clicking well offen-
sively, we just couldn’t get the ball in the basket.”
After a layup by Owens at the 4:29 mark of
the first half, Eastern enjoyed its biggest lead of
the first half at eight points. But the Racers were
able to go on a 9-2 run of their own, and two min-
utes later the eight-point lead was cut to one. 
Murray put four players in double figures,
with Reese leading the way with a game-high 19
points. Reese was only 3-of-9 from the field, but
was 12-of-13 from the line. Virgil contributed a
double-double in the win, scoring 11 points and
grabbing 12 rebounds. 
Eastern was led by Owens with 18 points,
while Polite was 6-of-14 from the field and added
16 points.Lacey Buidosik / Associate photo editorEastern forward Merv Joseph goes up for a shot against Tennessee-Martin last Thursday. The
Panthers snapped a five-game conference win streak Saturday with their loss to Murray State.
Panthers take early lead but Murray’s
transition game proves to be too much
MSU
EIU
86
73
Men’s basketball
Balanced scoring,
but time runs out
By Gabe Rosen
Staff writer
Down 77-75 with one second left,
Eastern’s Monica Bernat intentionally missed
the second of two free
throws and guard Lorie
Moore’s tip fell short at
the buzzer. The missed
tip enabled the Murray
State women Saturday
night to narrowly escape with the victory.
The Panthers briefly took the lead at the
1:07 mark in the second half. Two made free
throws by guard Angie Patzner put the
Panthers up 74-73. The lead was the first of the
second half for the Panthers, after briefly
enjoying a 20-19 lead in the first half.
The Panthers shot a torrid 57 percent in the
first half but Murray State was even hotter,
shooting 63 percent from the field. Center
Danielle Watts provided a large chunk of the
offense for the Racers, going 7-of-9 from the
field in the first half for a total of 14 points.
Watts finished the game with a team-high 25.
For the Panthers, center Leah Aldrich
turned in another outstanding performance.
Aldrich led the Panthers with 25 points on 10-
of-18 from the field and frequently passed out
of double teams in the post, finding other play-
ers open on the perimeter.
With Aldrich passing out of the post, the
Panthers had a balanced scoring attack. Senior
Amanda Garretson finished with 14 points on
7-of-11 shooting and the forward pulled down
seven rebounds. Lori Moore added 10 points
and eight assists for the Panthers as well.
“When they sink in on me, there are open
people on the outside,” Aldrich said, “We had
a balanced attack and that’s what helped us
stay in the game.”
Garretson reiterated how important bal-
anced scoring is.
“When Leah gives us that good pass, we’re
MSU
EIU
77
75
Women’s basketball
Let me tell you alittle story. This isthe one about abasketball team
struggling to find a win –
stop me if you have heard
this one before.
Like all good stories we
need to start by identifying
the     characters. Our hero-
ine in this case is Panther
center Leah Aldrich a.k.a.
the Ohio Valley Conference’s leading scor-
er.
The supporting cast consists of Aldrich’s
teammates. And the villains are, of course,
all of the Panthers’ opponents.
Up until this point, the story has been
quite repetitive for Eastern: find a way to
get the ball to Aldrich and let her do the
rest. Well, there is only so much that one
person can do without any support from the
rest of the team.
As we all know, when one person is
forced to carry the scoring load, others have
a tendency to rely too much on that person.
The result is obvious. One person does the
scoring and everybody else
becomes a spectator.
One Saturday night about
midway through the season, fol-
lowing four straight OVC losses,
the Panthers decided it was time
for a change.
Aldrich would still be
the focus of the offense, but oth-
ers would help take the scoring
load away from her. 
The result – a near
Panther win. Eastern was one last-second
tip away from earning its fourth win of the
season (out of 17 tries).
Aldrich still scored a team-high 25
points, but the junior center got a little sup-
port from other places.
Senior forward Amanda Garretson
chipped in 14 while sophomore guard Lori
Moore added 10.
But not only did three Panthers score in
double figures, but five others got in the
scoring act. In fact, everyone that played
more than five minutes had some points to
Kyle Bauer
Associate sports editor
email: cukmb12@pen.eiu.edu
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Women continue downward spiral with loss
